IMSA 2033 WORKSTREAM

1. AI Curriculum and Lab

- Define Goal and Mission For AI @ IMSA
- Recruit and Hire AI Director/Build expertise
- Define Req’s for AI Curriculum
- Determine Req’s for AI Development and Testing
- Create tech. Req’s. & equipment for a sandbox for local use of AI apps.
- Define Lab Physical Space Requirements
- Define cost to build Center for AI Lab
- Consult w/ HE & High School AI Programs
- Provide Training to Faculty (AI content, ethics)
- Evaluate technical service providers, including build and buy/rent options.
- Identify existing or create AI Courses/Projects
- Integrate AI Into student academic plans
- Launch AI Project Opportunities
- Create programs for Center for AI
- Raise Funds to Build Center for AI
- Open the (final) Center for AI/Al Hub
- Leverage IN2 to launch Ctr for AI

2033 Outcomes

Center for Artificial Intelligence, Aurora, IL